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Abstract: Two types of canonical forms of ordinary linear differential equations were known, 
the so-called Halphen and Laguerre—Forsyth forms. Already in 1910 G. D. Birkhoff showed 
that the Laguerre—Forsyth form is local for the third order equations. The same is true for an 
arbitrary order as well as for the Halphen canonical forms. Recently global canonical forms 
of linear differential equations were intruduced and a criterion of global equivalence of those 
equations was derived. On the basis of this criterion we establish in this paper sufficient and 
necessary conditions that guarantee that an ordinary linear differential equation of an arbitrary 
order can be globally transformed (i.e. on its whole interval of definition) into the Halphen or 
the Laguerre—Forsyth canonical form. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In the mathematical literature two special forms of ordinary homogeneous linear. 
differential equations are known, the so-called Halphen and Laguerre—Forsyth 
canonical forms, see e.g. [14]. Already in 1910 G. D. Biikhoff [2] pointed out 
that the Laguerre— Forsyth canonical form is only local for the, third order equa-
tions in the sense that not every third order linear differential equation can be 
transformed on its whole interval of definition into an equation of that form. 
In [10] it was shown that the Halphen canonical form is local as well. A global 
canonical form was introduced in 1972 [9], and another type of a global form 
was derived in 1983 [10], see also a survey paper [12]. From a local point of View 
canonical forms of ordinary lineai differential equations have recently been studied 
also in [ l j . 
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Here we derive sufficient and necessary conditions that guarentee that an 
ordinary linear differential equation of an arbitrary order can be transformed 
on its whole interval of definition into the Halphen or the Laguerre—Forsyth 
canonical form. The proofs are based on a criterion of global equivalence of linear 
differential equations, derived for the second order in 1967 by O. Boruvka [3], 
and established for an arbitrary order in 1984 in [11]. 
II. NOTATION AND D E F I N I T I O N S 
Consider a linear homogeneous differential equation of the w-th order, n ^ 2 
y{n) + Pn-i(x)y{n~l) + ... + Po(x)y = 0 on an open interval / c R 
with continuous coefficients pieC0(I), i = 0, ...,n — 1, that we shortly denote 
as Pn(y9 x;I); P*(y,x\I) means Pn(y, x; I) with pn-i(x) = 0 on /. We say (see 
also [9]) that the equation Pn(y, x; I) is globally (pointwise) transformable into 
an equation Qn(z91\ J) 
z{n) + ?„-i(0 J*~1} + - + ?o(0 z = ° on open / c R, 
qteC°(J), i = 09 :..,/i - 1, 
if there exist functions / and h, 
/ : / - + R , / eC"( / ) , fit) *0 on J, 
h being a CMiffeomorphism of / onto /, such that 
(1) <i)^f{i)y{h{i)\ teJ 
is a solution of Qn(z, t; J) whenever y is a solution of P„(y, x; I). 
Let us note that this form of the transformation is the most general form of 
pointwise transformations between equations of the mentioned form (see [13], 
[14] and [4]); the global character of the transformation is guaranteed by the 
requirement h(J) = / that expresses that solutions are transformed on their whole 
intervals of definition. 
Consider an equation of the second order P^iu, x; I) 
u" + p0(x) w = 0 ' on /. 
In accordance with O. Boruvka [3], this equation is 
either botfy-side oscillatory on /, y 
or one-side oscillatory on J, 
' or of type k9 k being an integer denoting the maximal number of zeros of each 
nontrivial solution on / in the nonoscillatory case. Moreover, in this last case 
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when the equation is of a type k9 it is of general or special kind regarding to the 
existence or nonexistence of two linearly independent solutions having k - 1 
zeros on /. 
Suppose that p0eC
n~2(I) in equation P%(u, x; I) for an integer n > 2. Let 
ux and uz be two linearly independent solutions of the equation and define 
yi — * r \ y2 := « r
2 . u29 ...,>>.:« u
n
2~\ 
These A* functions j>„ i = 1, ..., «, form an n-tuple of linearly independent solutions 
of the H-th order linear differential equation 
/n) + (HV) * o W ^ + 2 (W 4 l) P'o(x>yin-3y + - = 0 on /, 
called the iterative equation iterated from Pjfo*;*), see e.g. [7], The operator 
on the left-hand side of the iterative equation will be denoted as [po]n 0>> *\ !)• 
The Laguerre-Forsyth canonical forms of equations of the n-th order are 
characterized by the vanishing of coefficients of the (n - l)st and (« - 2)nd 
derivatives, i.e. equations of the form 
yw + pn-i(x) /»~
3) + ... + p0(x)y = 0 on /, 
see [8], [5] and [14]. 
G. H. Halphen in [6] studied the 3rd and 4th order equations that for general/* 
can be written in the forms 
W (?, r , i) + « ^ - 3 ) + r - . 4 W y " -
4 ) + r i . 5 W ^ -
5 ) + ... + r0(pe)y « 0, 
[Pol (y, *\ I) + W(n'4) + rn_5(x)/»-
5> + ... + r0(x)y = 0, 
rt6C°(7) for i = 0,1, ..., w -- 4, &t being +1 for odd /and +1 or - 1 for even /. 
Let us note that each equation Pn(y, x\ I)mt\Lpn-x e C
n~x(I) and/7n_2 e C
n~2(I) 
can be globally transformed into an equation Qn(z9 x; I) with #„_! = 0 on / and 
qn-2e C
n~2(I) by means of the transformation 
z(x) = expj— $Pn-i(s)ds>y(xy, XQJSL 
Hence denote 
An:= {Pk(y9x;l); open / c K9pH^1 * 0 on / a n d / j ^ e e ^ / ) } . 
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Evidently, each equation Pn(y, x; I) e A„ can be written in the form 
[/>]» 0% *; /) + rn^{x) ^ -
3 > + ... + r0(x) y = 0 on / 
with r, e d°(7), i = 0, ..., w - . 3 , and 
III. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Borfivka's criterion of global equivalence of the second order equations [3]: 
Equation PjOv X\ I) can be globally transformed into Qfa* t; J) if and only if 
both equations are either both-side oscillatory, or one-side oscillatory, or of the 
same type k and, in this case, moreover, if they are of the same kind, i.e. both 
general or both special. 
Criterion of global equivalence of equations for general n ^ 3 [11]: 
Equation Pn(y, x\ I)eAn: 
[p]n & *; /) + rn-3(x)/
n~3) + ... + r0(x)y = 0 on /, 
can be globally transformed into equation Q„(z9 t\ J) e An: 
[q]n (*, t\ J) + sn^{t) 2<"-
3> + ... + sQ(t) z = 0 on / 
by means of a global transformation (1) if and only if 
(i) he Cn+V)> / = c . | /*' |(1 ~n)l2 for a nonzero constant c, 
(ii) ' V' + p(x)M=0 o n / w i t h p - p ^ / f * *
1 ) 
is globally transformable into 
v" + q(t)v=*0-- onJwthq = q„-2ll
n
3 )> 
by means of a global transformation 
i<0 = IA'(0r1/3«(*(0). and 
(iii) the differential expression 
**+*(*) ?*-*> + ... f f o W y 
is obtained from 
(sn-&)z*-
3) + ... + s0(t)z) . | h\t) |-<»
+1>'2 (signAT1 
by me^s of the substitution z(0 -• I h'(t) \il~H),2y{h(t)), h(t) = x. 
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Corollary: Condition (iii) implies 
r . . 3 W 0 ) . ( * W - * . - 3 » o n / , 
r*-Mt)) • (A'(0)4 = W ) on {/ G / ; sn^(t) = 0}, 
r„-s(A(0) - WO)5 = *.-5(0 on {* 6 / ; *._,(/) = sn^(t) = 0}, 
«tc. 
IV. MAIN RESULTS 
Theorem 1. 
Equation Pn(y, x\ / ) G A „ 5 « ^ 2 , can be globally transformed into the Laguerre— 
Forsyth form if and only if the second order equation 
<2) » ' + A - i W « , H on-1, »/(nr)=° 
j>n~2
e C""2(/) & 0/ /y/?e 1, or equivalently, if this second order equation is dis-
conjugate on L 
Moreover, the definition interval of the Laguerre —Forsyth form is R if and only 
if equation (2) is of special kind. 
•' Remarjv. As BirkhofF [2] has shown in 1910, the Laguerre - Forsyth canonical 
form is not global for the third order equations. However we need not go to the 
third order. The Laguerre — Forsyth canonical form for the second order linear 
differential equations is 
(3) / = 0 o n / c R . 
Since the equation y" + y = 0 on any interval of the length larger than n is not 
of type 1, it cannot be globally transformed into the Laguerre —Forsyth form (3) 
êven if we take the maximal interval / = R for which (3) is of type 1 and special. 
Hence also for the second order equations the Laguerre—Forsyth form is only 
local. 
Theorem 2. 
Equation Pn(y, x\ I) e A„, n ^ 3, 
[/?]„ (y, x\ I) + rn-3(x)/
u-*> + ... '+ r0(x)y = 0 on I, 
with p = Pn-z I ^ } c a n be globally transformed into one of -equationsin the 
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Halphen canonical form if and only if either P„(y, x\ I) is an iterative equation, o* the 
function f>, where i* is the maximal of the indices ie {0, ..., n — 3} for which rf 
is not identically zero on I, satisfies #> e Cn(I) and rt*(x) ^ 0 for all x e L 
V. P R O O F S 
Proof of Theorem 1. 
If equation Pn(y, x; I) e An 
y{n)-+ A - 2 W ^ " " 2 ) + ^ - 3 W / " " 3 ) + - . + PoOc)y = o 
on J, pn-2
 e Cn'2(I\ n ^ 2, can be globally transformed into an equation of the 
Laguerre- Forsyth form, i.e. into 
z(n) + <7„-3(0 *
(n~3l + .- + <7o(0 z = 0 on / , 
then condition (ii) of the criterion for n ^ 3 implies that the second order equation 
(2) is globally transformable into the equation 
v" = 0 on / , 
since q„-2(i) = 0 on / . This implication is of course trivial for n = 2. Since v" = 0 
is always of type 1, and special if and only if J = R, Boruvka's criterion asserts 
that equation (2) is also of type 1 and, moreover, it is special just when J = R. 
Conversely, let equation (2) with/>n_2
 e Cn~2(l) be of type 1. Due to Boruvka's 
criterion there exists a global transfoimation 
(4) . v(i) = \h\i)\-ll2u{h(i))> 
that converts equation (2) into 
v" = 0 on J, 
because the last equation is always of type 1. Moreover, J = R if and only if 
•equation (2) is of special kind. Hence for n = 2 Theorem 1 is proved. For n ^ 3 
solutions of (2) are of the class C\I) (and solutions of vn = 0 are C%/)), and rela-
tion (4) guarantees that h e Cn+1(J). 
According to criterion for general n ^ 3, the global transformation 
z{i)=\h'{i)\{1-nmy{h(i)\ teJ, 
converts equation Ptt(y, x; I) into an equation whose first three coeficients are 1,0,0, 
that means, into an equation of the Laguerre—Forsyth form on the interval / . 
Proof of Theorem 2. 
If equation Pn(y, x\ I) e Aw, n ^ 3, can be globally transformed into the Halphen 
form introduced as the last in paragraph II then, according to criterion for general 
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n ^ 3, this equation is iterative. Hence, let Pn(y, x\ I)9 
[ri.0% x; I) + r„-3(x)y°'-
3)+ ... + r0(.x)y = 0, p = p„_2/ 
can be globally transformed into 
\q\n (2, t; J) + B . . ^ + s^-M *'-" + ... + s0(t) z = 0 
for some i*, 0 g /* <̂  n — 3, by means of transformation 
(5) \h'(t)\<l-»2y(h(t)) = z(t), teJ. 
Condition (iii) of criterion for general « | 3 gives 
rlhb)) . (hXt))"-1 = 0 on / 
for i•= « - 3, ...,/* + 1, that means rf(.x:) = 0 on / for those /. For /*$• we get 
r,.(A(0) • (AW"'* = M O = *»-f on / . 
Since h is a C"+1-difFeomorphism of / onto / and en-.t* is a nonzero constant, we 
have />(x) # 0 on / and rf* e C
n(/), /* being the maximal index / = 0, ..., fl — 3, 
for which rf is not identically zero. 
Conversely, if JPB(y, *; /) is an iterative equation then, in fact, it is already in the 
Halphen form introduced as the last in par. II. Hence, let us assume that Pn(y, x\ 1} 
is not an iterative equation and that it can be written in the form 
[p]n (y, x; I) + #>(*) y^ + ... + r0(x) y - 0, 
with nonvanishing rt* on / and rt* e C\I). According to criterion for general n ^ 3,. 
a global transformation (5) of Pn(y9 x\ I) into an Qn(z, t\ J), 
[q]n (z, t\ J) + su-3(t) z
(w"3) + ... + s0(t) z = 0 on / 
gives sn-3(t) = 0, ..., st*+1(t) = 0, and 
on the interval / :== h'1^). For st*(t) :== £,,_,.» and k := A'
1 we have 
Put £„_;* = 1 for odd n - i* and £„-,* = sign (/>(*)) for even A - i*. Then 
fc(x) = kx + J (en^*. rf.(a))
l/<»-'*> <to, x0 e /, 
xo 
fcx being a constant. Evidently £ is a C
n+1-diffeomorphism of J onto k(I) «* /^ 
because >> e Cn(7) and r,. is always positive or always negative on the whole L 
Hence /t = k"1 is such a Cn+1-diffeomorphism of J onto / for which the trans-
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